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s journey healing her children.Turn the web pages of this book to learn
an inspirational story of one mother&apos; Haleh shares how to work with
our kids during challenging situations and how to question doctors,
advocate effectively and win when confronted with adversity.
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A MUST READ for every parent! Not only will the author describe her trip
to helping her sons' reach their whole heath potential but it also
reminds us that people as parents (especially mothers) are our
children's first type of defense as advocates. Haleh Rabizadeh Resnick
beautifully illustrates how exactly we should all navigate that
situation. So good to read that not only are there plenty of answers and
choices out there for our children but that we aren't alone in wanting
to find them and be the best advocates easy for all our children whether
they encounter the struggles Ethan and Alex did, or have difficulty in
school or in any other facet of their lives. Not only are there your day
to day actions that can come up, but when their are medical issues
involved it provides another layer to the difficulties and the pressure
that it puts on those in the house. Rabizadeh Resnick reminds us
mothers( parents) we have the power to make a better life for our
children. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for sharing your
experiences so I could benefit from it. This goes to the heart of any
mother Every parent wants what is best for his or her children.
Sometimes people in positions of authority reveal issues or give us tips
that runs unlike what we think might be greatest for our kid. Isn't that
a dilemma at some point for every parent? The author's words are so
readable and relatable that not only are you in her struggles with her,
nevertheless, you can find yourself and your personal parenting
struggles in hers. The writer shows us through her illustrations that
our emotions and instincts as parents are just as important or even more
therefore than those of the professionals. Resnick. For me, this book
lends important validity to maternal instincts. One must gather all the
details possible and make your very own decisions. Rabizadeh Resnick for
assisting me to solidify my placement that it is vital to advocate
appropriately for my children. As mothers, we mostly browse parenting
books while pregnant or when the chid is just born, but we should
continue to search and learn as they grow up and encounter different
issues, and reading this book will be a way to do that. Without
compromising what appears to be a sincere respect for doctors, she
emphasizes the importance of healthy skepticism on the part of health
care consumers (or, rather, the parents of them, if the recipients are
too youthful to advocate for themselves). From enough time we started
it, I couldn't place it down. You can easily read, enjoyable, funny at
times and it also made me cry. I am grateful to Ms.For Haleh Resnick
this was compunded when she had two children at home who at matters that
required her attention and pushed her to move further than the
traditional treatments that were being presented to her. Resnick for
sharing her insights, and feel wiser for having browse this cover to
cover. I wanted to learn more! A copy should come in every waiting
space. Reznick's publication eye-opening and essential, but
simultaneously enjoyable and readable. I was sorry when it ended; We've
become accustomed to likely to a specialist and pursuing their quick



suggestions. It wasn't easy, and there were times when she got to take a
breath and spend time to herself to cope, but the journey was one that
she wouldn't trade for anything and the effect has been that right now
she actually is able to tell other parents what is available. Great
book, readable and interesting. An extremely refreshing reminder to
parents about how exactly important it really is to consider charge of
their childrens health, be their advocates and never give up! Five Stars
Very true approximately parenting. Learned a lot from it. Every mother
wants what's best for our children. Mrs. In the reserve, the author is
heading through a whole lot of health issues with her children and in
addition trying to manage every day chores, like looking for a dining
area table big more than enough to fit her growing family. What more is
there to say.Author,  great publication for moms!I wish to spend just a
moment and discuss the cover. We listen to all the time that a picture
is worth a thousands phrases. In this case that could not prove even
more true. We see a mother in a significant tug-of-war with the doctor
and the proud children standing back smiling at how far their mother is
ready to go for them. In the book LITTLE PATIENT BIG DOCTOR we have been
given a glimpse in to the world that she resided and what she do to not
only help her kids but keep her sanity aswell.Written from the
cardiovascular and presented in such a way that anyone can go through it
and understand, LITTLE PATIENT BIG DOCTOR speaks to the extent parents
will go for their children. Provides Valuable Insights Little Patient
Big Doctor is a record of a caring mother's never-closing quest to get
answers to her children's health challenges. Along the way she learns
beneficial lessons about the limitations of modern medical practice in
the United States and the need to weigh advice properly if the source is
an extremely respected physician, a family member, or an Internet
site.Haleh Rabizadeh Resnick relates the importance of hearing intuition
(she and her mother did not feel comfortable offering her son a new
medication and so she didn't follow the doctors suggestion - it was
later learned that the drug escalates the risk of childhood cancer). She
stressed the significance of understanding, empowerment and being in
partnership with your children's doctor.As your physician who has
followed a similar path both personally and professionally I really
believe Little Individual Big Doctor will inspire and motivate readers
to take a higher role in the management of their personal and family
health problems.Dale Peterson, M.D.It's hard to say what you might do
when devote the position that Haleh found herself in, but what I did so
learn from Haleh's book was that you never know what is possible for you
personally or your family until you try.Building Wellness by
Design,Building Health by Design: Adding Life to your A long time to
your Life Be the tone of voice for your son or daughter's health care
Health care advocate and lawyer Haleh Rabizadeh Resnick shared many
personal insights and stories from her publication on the Bringing
Motivation To Earth radio display. She correctly identifies several



reasons why doctors seldom tell their sufferers about the potential
unwanted effects of the drugs they are prescribing, and points out the
importance of checking out the potential undesireable effects of
medications before deciding on whether to utilize them. I recommend her
inspiring publication a will promote it at every opportunity. Very much
gratitude. ~ Robert Sharpe, Host of Bringing Motivation To Earth at
BITEradio.me Inspirational!! LITTLE PATIENT BIG General practitioner by
Haleh Resnick Speaks To The Level Parents Will CHOOSE Their Chidlren As
someone who does not have any kids yet, I sympathize alot with what
parents have to proceed through today. I wished the book kept
going--hopefully you will see a follow-up! It constantly sounds so easy
and simple when you are seated in the doctor's office, but only the
mother can really understand the child's emotions and well being. This
book demonstrates what sort of mother can never quit trying to advocate
because of their child. I thank Mrs. I Couldn't Put It Down! Kudos to
the fantastic and strong author! little book, big impact I actually was
deeply moved by the tales and overarching message conveyed by Ms. The
professionals see many patients a time who are in their care but our
kids are OUR only little patients so we should help the professionals to
see the entire picture that people see. This was an excellent book!
Asking questions, as an informed individual, forging a partnership with
one's provider, and maintaining a life-affirming attitude are all
powerful tools in assisting to achieve a confident outcome when fighting
a medical issue. I think every mom, father, and caregiver should examine
it. She quickly realizes that even if they eat at a small table, it is
more important to have healthy, happy kids. I found Ms. Simultaneously
humorous and serious, this is a heartfelt, useful, inspiring read for
everybody!
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